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The bubble structure of enamel coatings affects their behaviour in corrosion environments and their applica
bility in the protection of metals against corrosion. A method enabling to characterize the bubble structure
of enamel coatings was developed. After preparing a planar section parallel to the coating swjace, the di
ameters of bubble sections are measured, preferably by image analysis. The re.rnlti11g .�ize distribution of
two-dimensional bubble sections can be converted in the size di.itribution of three-dimen:1ional bubbles using
a stereological method. Examples of two different enamel coatings on steel substrate .�how the applimbility of
this method to real enamel systems.

INTRODUCTION

Enamel coatings have been widely used for corro
sion protection of metals and for decorative purposes.
The usual industrial application consists in enam
elling of steel or cast iron product.
One of the important properties of enamel coatings
is their bubble structure, which develops as a result
of gas evolution during firing [1 - 4].
The mechanism of gas evolution is not yet fully un
derstood. However, it is assumed that reactions both
in the bulk of enamel melt and at the metal - enamel
melt interface contribute to this phenomenon. Gas
evolution in the bulk depends mainly on clay content
in mill additions. The interface reactions lire influ• · 11 ce<l by the composition of the ambient atmosphere
(e.g. by water vapour content) and of the substrate
( e.g. by carbon content in steel).
The bubble structure affects the corrosion proper
ties of the coating in two ways:
l. The presence of large bubbles, the diameter of
which is comparable to the coating thickness, deterio
rates the coating because thin bubble walls are broken
easily and the substrate is locally exposed to corro8ion environment.
2. On the other hand, uniformly distributed small
bubbles are desirable because they reduce the ten
dency towards "fishscaling" .
The bubble size may vary in a wide range. This de
pends on the substrate and enamel composition and
on firing conditions.
Several methods can be used to visualize the bub
bles:
a) An X-ray defectoscopic method consisting in tak
ing X-ray photographs of enamel coatings separated
from the metallic substrate. During the exposure to
transmitted X-rays, the film is in close contact with
the separated coating. The separation can be carried

ont by a chemical method (5] Lased on dissolution
of the steel substrate in an iodine-methanol solution,
which is applicable virtually to any inorganic non
metallic coating.
b) Cross-sections of enamel coatings in contact with
the substrate can be studied by metallographic tech
niques.
c) In a similar way, enamel coatings separated from
the substrate and mechanically fractured can be in
vestigated.
d) Planar sections parallel to enamel coating surface
can be prepared. The distance of such a planar section
from the surface can be chosen in advance. The choice
is based on t.he preliminary inspection of a cross
sectinn. It is 1,ossiblc to study one or more planar
sections of the sa.me enamel coating, preferably by
image analysis complemented by a stereological eval
uation.
The X-ray defectoscopic method is practical for
comparing differing bubble structures of coatings,
however, it is not very suitable for quantitative mea
surements because of superimposed bubbles and of
some uncertainty in bubble image contours definition.
The number of bubbles intersected by a cross
section or by a fracture surface may be too small
for a statistical interpretation. The bubble structure
within u cross-section or a fracture surface may be
inhomogeneous, i.e. it may depend on the distanc•3
from the enamel coating surface. If so, this compli
cates the bubble structure description though, on the
other hand, it enables a deeper insight into the mech
anism of gas evolution.
A method based on image analysis of planar sec
tions parallel to the surface and on a stereological in
terpretation of the results appears to be the most ef
fective of the above mentioned methods, in particular
in quantitative studies of bubble structure geometry.
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PROCEDURE
For obtaining a well-defined planar section of an
enamel coating, techniques commonly used in met
allography are applicable. The section must be p;-e
pared with much care because of high brittleness of
enamels. Each planar section parallel to the surface
is obtained by removing an adequate layer of enamel
by grinding. This must be followed by careful polish
ing so as to obtain well-defined contours of bubble
sections. From the image analysis of a specimen pre
pared in this way, a sort of bubble size distribution
can be obtained. This distribution does not relate to
the true bubble diameters but only to the diameters
of circles resulting from bubble intersection by an ar
bitrary plane.

Classical stereological methods are capable of re
constructing the distribution of real spherical bub
ble diameters and of estimating the volume fraction
of bubbles. The application of such a method means
a transition from a two-dimensional probe (i.e. a pla
nar section of the coating) to a three-dimensional case
(i.e. to a volume in a close neighbourhood of t.his
plane).

The procedure applied in this paper consisted of
four steps:

1. Preparation of coating planar sections. An enamel
layer, the thickness of which was equal to the pre
set depth, was removed by wet grinding using papers
STRUERS No 220 - 800 followed by polishing with
diamond pastes (particle size of� µm and l µ.m).

2. Bubble section diameters in the specimen area
A were measured by an image analyzer IBAS II. To
classify the bubble section diameters, size illtervals
of constant width were chosen (their number was J.:).
For each ( i-th) size interval, the number n; of bubble
sections in the whole specimen area was determined.

3. The size distribution of two-dimensional bubble
sections was represented in a histogram of ni ven,us
bubble section diameter values where n; = � is the
number of bubble sections in the i-th interval per unit
area.

4. For reconstructing the real three-dimensional dis
tribution of bubbles as a function of the true bub
ble diameter values, a stereological method (Scheil
Schwartz-Saltykov method) was used. The problem
of determining the distribution of spherical bubbles
randomly localized in the sample volume as a func
tion of the true bubble diameter is based on the solu
tion of a classical integral equation ([6), p. 289). The
most frequent way of determining the required solu
tion is the discretization of the problem. First, the
maximum true diameter is set equal to the maximum
section diameter. Now the following system of equaCeram.ics - Silikaty c. 1, 1994

tion::; is solved ([6], p. 294):
ni = �

L b;jNj
k
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Here � is the width of the size interval (it is the same
for all size intervals), Ni is the unknown number of
bubbles in the j-th size interval per unit volume, and
b;j is c!efined as follows:
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The solution of this system of equations is
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The coefficients Cij for 1 to 15 size intervals are listed
in [7], p. 280. For a larger number of size intervals,
the vclues of Cij must be calculated.
The mean number Nv of spherical bubbles per unit
volume can be estimakcl easily:
Nv

=

k

LNi
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Further, the estimate of the mean diameter o: and the
mea;. volume V of a spherical bubble is possible (see
[8], equatious (4.18) and (4.20)):
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Finallv the best way of estimating the •:olume frac
tion o·/ spherical bubbles in the specimen near the
section plane is given by the formula

where AA is the area fraction of bubble sections in
the planar probe.

EXAMPLES OF PROCEDURE APPLICATION
To illustrate the use of the above described proce
dure in investigating the bubble structure of partic
ular coatings, two ground-c0at enamels were chosen.
At present time, both are used in enamelling industry.
Tli e enamels were deposit.ed on both sides of a con
tinuously cast steel sheet (standard CSN 11 310) 1.0
mm thick containing 0.04% C, 0.20% Mn, 0.012% P,
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Fig. 1. Optical micrograph of a planar section of enamel
coating No 1.
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Fig. 2. Optical micrograph of a planar section of enamel
coating No 2. For magnification see Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3. Size distribution of bubbles, enamel coating No 1.
Upper diagram (A}: Size distribution of bubble sections
determined by image analysis.
Lower diagram (B): Size distribution of three-dimensional
bubbles determined by stereological evaluation of image
analysis results.
n;
number of bubble sections in tlie i-tli size interval
per unit area,
Nj
number of bubbles in tlie j-th size interval
per unit volume,
diameter.
a

0.011% S, 0.03% Si. The surface was degreased in an
organic solvent and pickled in diluted hydrochloric
acid before enamelling.
Specification of the enamels:
Enamel No 1:
Conventional ground-coat enamel based on three
frits (ZP 10801, ZP 10842, ZP 40841). Mill addi
tions: milled silica, feldspar, clays, bentonite, fluorite,
sodium nitrite, water. Firing temperature in the range
of 830 - 860° C. The firing temperatures of individual not required). However, this was not the case in the
frits are different, which results in inhomogeneous and present work.
Firing parameters:
relatively coarse bubble structure of this enamel.
6.5
minutes; 830° C (enamel No 1), 820° C (enamel
Enamel No 2:
Low-temperature ground-coat enamel based on three No 2).
The cross-sectious of both coatings showed that the
frits (Z 107, Z 111, Z 166). Mill additions: milled
silica, clays, borax, bentonite, sodium nitrite, wa character of the bubble structure did not change with
ter. The adherence to steel is high even if t.he firing the distance from the surface. That is why only one
temperature is as low as 780° C. The bubble struc planar section parallel to the surface of each coating
ture is fine and homogeneous. Under specified condi was studied.
tions, this enamel can be applied to sheet steel treated
Optical micrographs of planar sections of both
merely by degreasing (i.e. pickling or blast cleaning is enamel coatings are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
Ceramics - Silikaty c. 1, 1994
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Table I
Data charadr>rizing the bubble structure of enamel coatin_g�
Coating
No

t
µm

/1,fll

µm

1

200
150

110
70

26,3
20,6

2

h

C\'

Quantitative results obtained from both enamel
coatings are given in Figs. 3 and 4, In the upper
part of each figure, a histogram obtained by image
analysis is shown. The lower parts give the recon
structed bubble size distributions. Semi-logarithmic
coordinates are used in the latter diagrams to em
phasize large bubbles because as a rule their number
is low (in coatings effective in corrosion protection it
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0.1

Vv

97

0,296
0,013

Vi

Nv

(mm-3)

3420
859

:Vrr I
(mm -J)
127

4

should be as low as possible). The calculations were
carried out for 30 size intervals, the width of each
being 10 µm.
Table 1 summarizes the bubble structure param
eters determined from stereological calculations. In
addition to the quantities defined above, Nt 1 is also
given denoting the number of bubbles, the diameter
of which exceeds 0.1 mm, per unit volume. Further, t
is enamel coatin� thickness, h distance of the planar
section from the original coating surface.
Among the data given in Table I, a and V are
of little value from the point of view of protective
properties of enamel coatings. On the other hand, Vv
and Nv arc more irnportanl because they character
ize a sort of "compactness" of the coating. As a rule,
a failure of a protective coating of this type is mostly
due to the local occurence of very large bubbles. The
tendency of an enamel to develop large bubbles can
be seen best from N8· 1 where of course the limit of
0.1 mm is arbitrary. The results show that the above
described enamels differ particularly in the values of
Ni 1. This is also illustrated by Figs. 3 and 4.
To a good approximation, the properties of bub
ble systems in both enamel coatings are in agree
ment with the presumptions of the Scheil-Schwartz
Saltykov method. However, it may happen for par
ticular enamels that this method is not applicable,
especially in the case of a high density of very large
bubbles where bubble deformation occurs. An exam
ple of such an enamel coating is shown in Fig. 5.
A method alternative to the procedure described
here is the evaluation of a pair of parallel section
planes called "diRector". This enables to simplify the
mathematical solution presented here, however, more
experimental effort is required. This method is not
considererl in the present paper. For its applications
see (9].
CONCLUSION
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Fig. 4. Size distribution of bubbles, enamel coating No 2.
For explanation of symbols see Fig. S.
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The above described method complements the con
ventional set of tests of enamel coatings, such as ad
herence, porosity, and corrosion tests. The procedure
is based on the measurement of bubble sections in
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Fig. 5. Optical microgra ph of a planar section of a thrce
frit direct enamel fired under anomalous conditions {12
minutes, hight humidity of furnace atmosphere }. For mag
nification see Fig. 1.

a plane parallel to the coating surface and on a stere
ological evaluation of the results. The method yields
quantitative data characterizing thoroughly the bub
ble structure of enamel coatings.
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BUBLINATA STRUKTURA SMALTOVYCI-I POVLAKU
A JEJf HODNOCENf
VIKTOR BENES, V,\CLAV BOUSE\
b

MARGARITA SLAMOVA ' VLADIMIR SUCHANEK
KAREL VOLENIK C

b

Bublinata. struktura smaltovych povlaki'1 je vyzuamna
z hlediska pouzitelnosti povlaku pro antikorozn{ ochranu
kovu. Rovnomerne rozlozene male bubliny jsou vyhodne,
protozc omezuj{ vyskyt vodikovych vad. Naproti tomu ptf
tomnost velk.fch bublin o prumeru srovnatelnem s tlousf
kou povlaku je zcela nezadoud. V mistech jejich vyskytu
totiz snadno vznikou pruchozi pory a v agresivnejsim pro
stfedi zde dojde k intenzivn{ korozi kovoveho materialu.
Exjstence bublin je dusledkcm vzniku plynu pfi vypa.lo
vani smaltu, a to jednak v objemu taveniny smaltu, jednak
pi"i povrchove reakci na rozhrani kovu a teto taveniny.
Pro lwdnoccni geometrickych vlastnosti bublinate
struktury smaltov.fch povlaku jc mozno pouzit nekolik
metod. Z nich byla zvolena metoda zalozena na promefeni
rovinneho iezu, vedcneho rovnobezne s povrchem povlaku
v pfe<lem zvolene hloubce pod povrchem. Pro toto mefeni
je zvlasf vho<lna obrazova analyza. Vysledkem meieni je
distribuce cetnosti dvojrozmernych iezu buhlin podle je
jich prumeru. I<lasicke stereologicke metody, na.pi. meto
da Scheil-Schwartz-Saltykovova, umozii.uji rekonstruovat
distribuci bublin podle jejich skutecneho prumeru, a to
v objemu smaltu v tesne blizkosti rovinneho iezu.
Obrazova analyza rovinneho iezu rovnobezneho s povr
chem povlaku a Scheil-Schwartz-Saltykova metoda vyhod
noceni vysledku mefeui jsou za.kladem postupu popsane
ho v teto praci. Pro ilustraci pouziti tohoto postupu jsou
uvedeny vysledky, ziskane u <lvou typickych smaltovych
povlaku, ktere se uplati111ji v antikorozni ochrane oceli.
Meni-li se charakter bublinate struktury v zavislosti na
hloubce pod povrchem povlaku, je rnozno vest rovinnych
fezu nekolik a popsany postup pouzit pro kazdy z nich.
Obr. 1.
kem
Obr. 2.
kem
Obr. 9.

Mikrofotografie rovinneho fozu smaltovym povlac. 1.
Mikrofotografie rovinneho l'ezu smaltovym povla
c. 2. Zvetsen( je stej11e jako na obr. 1.
Rozdelen( velikosti bubli11 ve .mialtovem povlaku

c. 1.
Horn( diagram (A}: Rozdelen( rovinnyc/1 rezt.i bublin,
sta11ovene pomod obrazove analyzy.
Doln( diagram (BJ: Rozdclen( frojrozmernych bublin ,
odvozene stereologickou metodou z vysledkt.i obrazove
analyzy.
poc:et fezil bublin v i-te velikost11( tr(dc
n;
na jednotku plochy,
pocet bublin v j-te velikostn( tf(de
Nj
na jed11otk11 objemu ,
pr t.imer.
a
Obr. 4. Rozdeleni velikosti bublin ve smaltovem povlaku
c. 2. Vyznam symboltl je stejny jako na obr. S.
Obr. 5. Mihofotografie rovinneho rezu povlakem ffifri
tovelio pf(meho smaltu, vypalovaneho pi'i anomaln{c/1
podm(nkdch {12 minut, vysokc, vlhl.ost peen{ atmosfe1·y). z,,etseni je stejne jako na obr. 1.
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